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This is the outcome of a symposium held at M.I.T. in 1959. Our policy with 
such books is to give their table of contents. We believe, however that, in this 
case, the readers of this Journal will enjoy reading the beginning of the Editor's 
Preface. 
"The postwar period has seen a surfeit of interdisciplinary s mposia. These 
symposia were a manifestation of several not unrelated facts: the scientific 
universe was expanding at a rate that was hard to grasp or assess, and the frontiers 
between the sciences eemed to be moving almost as much as science itself. Com- 
munication between disciplines had become more and more sketchy and even 
within a given discipline communication had often become problematical. At 
the same time many of the traditional fields among the life and behavioral sciences 
found themselves profoundIy affected by the technological dvances that had their 
origin in the physical sciences. Experts in these technologies acquired a taste for 
the challenges of these less structured fields, but they sometimes lacked perspec- 
tive and respect for the toughness of the problems that they proposed to tackle. 
It was with these difficulties that the numerous symposia ttempted to grapple. 
Like other scientific meetings these interdisciplinary s mposia were unequal in 
quality. At the outset the freshness of the confrontation, the unorthodox ap- 
proaches, promised a great deal. But as time wore on it became clear that while 
the symposia were productive of suggestive ideas they were no substitute for the 
workaday interaction of experimentation a d theory making. Responsible workers 
in the behavioral and life sciences became increasingly squeamish about the one- 
day symposium in which mathematicians, physicists, and engineers vented fre- 
quently the belief that the intelligent application of some rather elementary 
